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Systems Management with YADT

YADT
an Augmented Deployment Tool
All Humans are on the Same Side
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- Shared responsibility: Ops, Dev, QA...
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1. CI -> Committed Repo
2. Committed Repo -> YUM Repo
3. YUM Repo -> Pre-PROD: Auto-promote release if tests OK
4. Pre-PROD: Tested Repo -> Business decision to Go Live with tested versions
5. Released Repo -> PROD
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YADT
an Augmented Deployment Tool
YADT – Unified Dependency Tree
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Reduce Systemic Complexity

Keep It Simple
Automation is our Continuous Delivery Platform
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All Humans are on the Same Side
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We build it together as one team.

We understand it completely.

And it is fully automated.
Thank you very much! Please contact me for further questions and discussions.

Kontakt:
Immobilien Scout GmbH
Andreasstraße 10
10243 Berlin

Fon: +49 30 243 01-1229
Email: schlomo.schapiro@immobilienscout24.de
URL: www.immobilienscout24.de
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